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Gabriel Tortella, economist and historian, has done, in the Spanish 

newspaper “El MUNDO” of the 11th of May, a defense of Marx, affirming that 

"with all its errors and defects, Marx was a great thinker who has left an 

indelible mark, and in great positive part, in contemporary history”. However, 

what positive can be attributed to Marxism after the evidence we have of 

countries that have been under a communist regime? Are positive the economic 

and social backwardness and fears, even existing nowadays, inculcated by 70 

years of totalitarian dictatorship and the police regime? 

Tortella asking himself what is Marx's legacy as a social scientist, 

responds "From the outset, I want to state that his economic theory is absolutely 

useless." So how can Marxism be positive, if it is based on a falsehood? The key 

of Marxism was always his economic theory with which he intended to justify 

the elimination of private property and the implementation of a system of 

planned economy, totally directed by the State, read by the Communist Party. 

Marx cannot be separated from his economic theory. It is essential in its thinking. 

Indeed, it is worth remembering that Marx shared with Bauer the opinion 

of the oppressive role that religion played in the freedom of man, but 

nevertheless disagreed with him because he understood that it was not enough to 

eliminate religion, but that it was necessary to suppress the private property. He, 

similarly, distanced himself from Feuerbach with whom he agreed that "Religion 

is the separation of man from himself" but said of him "He does not understand 

the importance of revolutionary action", that is, that Feuerbach did not 

understand that the inalienable key of the real social change was to eliminate 

private ownership of the means of production. 

Another evidence of Marx's real thinking was his discrepancy with 

Proudhon, whose ideas that "The capital / labor relationship is an exploitation of 

man by man" "Property is a robbery" was in complete agreement with Marx. 

Why did you disagree with him? Because Proudhon said: "Let us give the world 

the example of a wise and far-seeing tolerance, but, given that we are at the head 

of the movement, let us not become leaders of a new intolerance, let us not 

consider ourselves as apostles of a new religion, although this be the religion of 

logic”. That is to say, Marx disagreed with Proudhon because this one did not 

assume another key aspect of Marxism, the violent revolutionary action. 

The Communist Manifesto of 1848 says "Communists do not have to keep 

their ideas and intentions hidden. They openly declare that their objectives can 

only be achieved by overthrowing the entire existing social order by violence", 

an idea that is inseparable from Marxism. There are those who want to believe 

that this defense of violence was a peccadillo of Marx's youth but the truth is that 

this phrase continued to appear, without any modification, in the 1872 edition, 
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prefaced by Marx and Engels and in the editions of 1883, 1890, 1892 and 1893 

prefaced only by Engels, after the death of Marx. 

The violence inherent in Marx's thought is also clearly manifested when it 

departs fully from Hegel "My dialectical method is not only fundamentally 

different from Hegel's method, but is, in everything and everything, the antithesis 

of Hegel". Marxism considers that private property and productive forces are 

irreconcilable and that the only way is violent confrontation. However, while 

Hegel's dialectic understood that the thesis and antithesis can reach the synthesis 

through dialogue and agreement. 

Says Tortella also that "Without doubt Marx, a neighbor who was from 

London, noticed the improvement of the standard of living of the English workers 

and probably also realized the serious problems that his economic theory 

suffered, but did not have the energy to rethink it radically” which is a thinking 

that is not supported by any evidence. If Marx had changed his mind in life, it 

would aggravate his responsibility for not having the courage to say that he had 

made a mistake. No, there is no evidence that Marx changed his points of view.  

Tortella also points out that "there were two European revolutions that 

can be related to Marxism, the Russian and the Social Democrats in Western 

Europe after the First World War" However, while it is evident that the Russian 

Marxist revolution became a reality in 1917, it is also true that the other Marxist 

socialisms, or with Marxist components, did not make any revolution, except in 

the Eastern countries after the end of the Second World War. In the rest of 

European countries, the Marxist parties did not reach the power, of which the 

citizens we must be thankful. The reality is that Marxism is incompatible with 

any other non-Marxist socialism as explicitly stated in the Communist Manifesto 

and in Engels's book "From Utopian Socialism to Scientific Socialism." 

Finally, Tortella asks himself: What remains of Marx today? And he 

answers: “The historical materialism”…"history is the history of the class 

struggle" ... "to understand history we have to look for the material interests 

pursued by the main social groups". However, this approach is not pure Marxist 

either, since Marxism cannot be separated from determinism "It is not the 

conscience of man that determines his social being, but his social being that 

determines his consciousness". One thing is to exercise influence. It is evident 

that economic interests influence many individual and social decisions. Another 

thing very different, is to be determined by the economic interests and to 

consider that everything that is done is for the mere economic interest. The 

individual develops his own awareness, obviously influenced by his family and 

social environment, but also by his own experiences and conclusions. If this is 

not recognized, revolutionary violence would keep being legitimized as the valid 

method for the historical development. 

This radical criticism that I formulate against the defense of Marx does not 

ignore that many people could have been deceived, or that they continue being it, 

by a thought that has been cruel for the humanity, everywhere where it has been 

installed. The past has no remedy, but the future is to be built. We must reflect 

serenely and freely and then make decisions, but Marx's thought of the nineteenth 

century leads to the dictatorship of the proletariat and totalitarianism. What we 
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must not rejected is that, possibly, if Marx returned now he would be able to 

recognize and denounce it, after seeing the tragedies and the crimes caused. But 

that is to be seen. 
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